Assessment

Match the following vocabulary word to its meaning. (1 point each)

________ river A. a small waterway that flows into a larger waterway
________ source B. a low area that only sometimes has water flowing through it
________ mouth C. the place where the waterway flows into another body of water
________ wash D. the place where the waterway begins
________ tributary E. a waterway that usually flows with water

Name two of the rivers you colored blue on your Arizona map. ____________________ River
and ____________________ River (2 points)

Circle the right answer. (1 point)

Rivers flow from high land (high elevation) to lower land (elevation).

Or

Rivers flow from low land (low elevation) to higher land (elevation).

What are your two reasons for locating your house on the Arizona map in that location? Write your reasons in complete sentences. (2 points)
Assessment Answer Key

Match the following vocabulary word to its meaning.

___E___ river
A. a small waterway that flows into a larger waterway

___D___ source
B. a low area that only sometimes has water flowing through it

___C___ mouth
C. the place where the waterway flows into another body of water

___B___ wash
D. the place where the waterway begins

___A___ tributary
E. a waterway that usually flows with water

Name two of the rivers you colored blue on your Arizona map. _________________________ River and _____________________________ River (Colorado, Gila, Verde, Little Colorado, Salt)

Circle the right answer. Rivers flow from high land (high elevation) to lower land (elevation).

Or

Rivers flow from low land (low elevation) to higher land (elevation).

What are your two reasons for locating your house on the Arizona map in that location? Answers can vary but at least one answer should express closeness to water for drinking, bathing, farming, ranching, industry, water treatment, etc.